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Contact: Diego 0411 293178
     info@weedyconnection.com
www.weedyconnection.com/weediscover

Wednesday 3rd

September
7.30pm>10pm

WeeDiscover Gala launch.
Weed food and weed craft from around the world.
Rediscover your ethnobotanical connections!
Free entry.  Please RSVP

Sydney,
302 Cleveland St,
Surry Hills, NSW
www.officialsydney.com

Friday 5th

September
10am>3pm

WeeDiscover Foraging Trip!
A train trip to Western Sydney for a foraging extravaganza.
See website for details: www.weedyconnection.com/weediscover
Free . Please RSVP

Western Sydney

Saturday 6th

September
2pm>3.30pm

WeeDiscover Guided Tour. Come and join in a friendly and fun re-interpretation of
our urban nature.
Free

Prince Alfred Park,
Surry Hills
Meet at the George St
entrance, off Cleveland St.

Sunday 7th

September
2pm>3.30pm

WeeDiscover Guided Tour. Come and join in a friendly and fun re-interpretation of
our urban nature.
Free

Prince Alfred Park,
Surry Hills
Meet at the George St
entrance, off Cleveland St.

www.weedyconnection.com/weediscover

DiD YoU KNoW?
Privet has been used in traditional Chinese medicine for over 1,000 years. The
fruit is antibacterial, antiseptic, antitumour, cardiotonic, diuretic and tonic. It
is taken internally in the treatment of complaints associated with weak kidney
and liver energy such as menopausal problems (especially premature
menopause), blurred vision, cataracts, tinnitus, rheumatic pains, palpitations,
backache and insomnia. Modern research has shown that the plant increases
the white blood cell count and is of value when used to prevent bone marrow
loss in cancer chemotherapy patients, it also has potential in the treatment of
AIDS. 

Source: Plants For A Future     www.pfaf.org

 
This project was assisted by a Marketing Grant for
NSW Artists administered by the National Association
for the Visual Arts (NAVA) through funding from Arts
NSW, an agency of the NSW 
Government.

www.visualarts.net.au

This project is auspiced 
by the Network of 
UnCollectible Artists

www.squatspace.com/uncollectable

This project is part of 
WeedBusters week

1-7 September 08

www.weedbusters.info

As part of the ongoing
campaign to rediscover
lost ethnobotanical
connections, the artist
Diego Bonetto will
present an activities-
filled week, in
conjunction with the
national campaign
Weedbusters.
There will be foraging,
cooking, crafting and
general discussion on
what it means to co-
exist with other species.

The WeeDiscover project is an artistic investigation on Australian flora, providing information and
insight into a number of non-indigenous plants commonly known as weeds.
The aim of this project is to rediscover the traditional knowledge, celebrate the multiplicity of cultures
in botanical terms, and learn the legal status of such plants.
The framing of “illegal” and unwanted flora within a cultural context will draw attention to the concept
of “permissible species” as a social construct. Weeds are defined by a nation's law, and plants that are
declared a weed in one place may be a precious resource in another. 
One of the central questions posed through Environmental Art is the understanding of our human
dependency to our surroundings.
The way we relate physically and emotionally to a given ecosystem informs how we feel about it and
how much we respect it.
The ethnobotanical knowledge of traditional land custodians is an example of intrinsic symbiosis
between humans and other species. One affecting the other.
When it comes to the reality of today’s world population, with ever-increasing migrating patterns from
one corner of the earth to the other, in endless loops, ancestral connections are lost in foreign
biospheres.
Or perhaps not? 'let us move into the new millennium

with hope....let us develop respect for
all living things.' 

Jane Goodall


